The synthetic spin-orbit coupled quantum gases was widely studied both experimentally and theoretically in past decades. As shown in previous studies, this modification of single-body dispersion will in general couple different partial waves and thus distort the wave function of few-body bound states which determines the short-distance behavior of many-body wave function. In this work, we focus on the two-component Fermi gas with one-dimensional or three-dimensional spin-orbit coupling (SOC) near an s-wave resonance. Using the method of effective field theory and the operator product expansion, we derive universal relations for both systems, including the adiabatic theorem, Viral theorem, pressure relation, and obtain the momentum distribution matrix ψ † a (q)ψ b (q) at large q (a, b are spin index). The momentum distribution matrix shows both spin-dependent and spatial anisotropic features. And the large momentum tail is modified at the next-to-the leading order thanks to the SOC. We also discuss the experimental implication of these results depending on the realization of the SOC.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability for human to tune the interaction between neural atoms via Feshbach resonance [1] largely enriches the systems realizable in cold-atom experiments. Among them, the strongly interacting ultracold quantum gases, which could be prepared by tuning the two-body scattering on resonance, attracts much attentions [2, 3] . Although it has been realized in experiments years ago, it is still hard to understand theoretically due to the lack of small parameters to control the perturbation theory. Nevertheless, the diluteness of the atomic gases indeed enables physicists to predict universal behaviors when perturbing the system with high frequency or large momentum sources. This set of beautiful relations, first proposed by Shina Tan in a series of papers for twocomponent Fermi gas near an s-wave resonance [4] , is called the contact relation. It states that many observables such as the tail of the momentum distribution, the tail of radio-frequency(rf) spectral, the variation of energy along tuning the scattering length, are all determined by a single number C called contact [4] [5] [6] [7] . These relations has already been examined extensively in different experimental systems [8] [9] [10] . The physical origin of contact relation is the fact that the many-body wave function should reduce to a two-body one when two atoms get close thanks to the hierarchy of the manybody scale (Fermi energy etc.) and the few-body scale (Van de Waals energy). Later, the contact relation is generalized to quantum gases on high partial-wave resonance [11] [12] [13] [14] or with universal trimers [15] [16] [17] . Some of these new predictions have already been verified in experiments [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Instead of tuning the interaction strength, interesting physics can also emerge from altering the single-particle dispersion. As a concrete example, quantum gases with synthetic spin-orbit coupling (SOC) wherein the spatial motion of an atom is coupled to its hyperfine-state degree of freedom is another class of system that is widely studied both experimentally and theoretically in recent years [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Through controlling the atom-light interaction or gradient magnetic field, one can couple the neutral atoms to some external gauge potential that can be either abelian or not. Two important types of the SOC scheme are the one-dimensional (1D) scheme (the NIST type [25] ) where there is no SO(3) rotational symmetry and the three-dimensional (3D) scheme where the total angular momentum is still conserved. In addition to its close relation to topological phases of insulators or superfluids [31] , the SOC also significantly affects the fewbody physics when two-body interaction between atoms are considered and become important. Specifically, an isotropic 3D SOC will couple s wave and p wave for two atoms with zero total momentum, while in general case of finite total momentum or with the 1D SOC all partial waves would be mixed [32] [33] [34] . As a result, modifications of Bethe-Peierls boundary condition is proposed. More interestingly, SOC affects the behavior of the universal bound states since it alters the single-particle density of states [35] .
Since SOC changes the behavior of the short-range wave function, it should also affect the universal behaviors of the system such as the tail of the momentum distribution. While the many-body physics with SOC has been broadly studied [24] , the effect on the universal behaviors was only recently discussed for the momentum distribution averaged over direction with 3D SOC [36] . In a previous work it is shown that the p-wave boundary condition becomes non-universal with 3D SOC while s-wave boundary condition is always robust [37] . Hence we focus on the universal relations for two-component Fermi gas near an s-wave resonance in this work. Using the method of the effective field theory and the Operator Product Expansion (OPE) [39] , we derive the tail of the momentum distribution matrix ψ † a (q)ψ b (q) where arXiv:1801.07001v2 [cond-mat.quant-gas] 25 Jan 2018 a, b =↑ or ↓. Keeping the information about both the direction and the magnitude of the momentum, we find it both anisotropic and spin-dependent. The effect of SOC manifests itself in the modification to the next-to-leading order (1/q 5 ) in the large momentum tail, even more competitive to the contribution of effective range. Furthurmore, the experimental implications of these results are also discussed. We find it crucial whether the SOC is achieved in moving frame or lab frame. For the labframe SOC where the momentum distribution at large q is directly modified in the lab frame, the effect can be captured by a time-of-flight measurement. While for the comoving-frame SOC it requires further consideration. This paper is organized as follows. First, we establish the effective field theory used in this paper. The validation of it is examined by comparing the phase shift of two-body scattering computed with this effective fieldtheory to the existing result in some special case. Next, we introduce new contacts for the SOC systems. In terms of them, some universal relations for the system including the adiabatic theorem, Viral theorem and the pressure relation are obtained. Then we study the momentum distribution matrix and discuss the SOC effect to the large momentum tail. The experimental implications with different SOC schemes are analysed subsequently. At last, there comes a brief summary and outlook.
II. EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY AND TWO-BODY SCATTERING
To study the universal physics for spin-orbit coupled system, we use the method of effective field theory. Here we take the effect of effective range into account and write down the following two-channel model:
where we set m = = 1 and ψ = (ψ ↑ ψ ↓ ) T hereinafter. ψ a is the annihilation operator of fermionic atoms with spin a and d is the annihilation operator for dimers. = iσ y is the two-by-two antisymmetric matrix and 1 denotes the two-by-two identity matrix. The first line of (1) gives the kinetic energy for free atoms and dimers with SOC, while the second line describes a conventional s-wave coupling written in the matrix form.
Since the energy scale of the spin-orbit coupling is much smaller than that of the inter-atom potential, we assume the SOC affects only the single-atom dispersion h(k) of the open channel. h(k) for different cases is listed in Table. I. Firstly, we focus on the two-body physics described by the T matrix. As shown in the FIG. 1(a) , the T matrix is proportional to the exact propagator of the dimer field in vacuum. The Schwinger-Dyson equation for the exact propagator of the dimer field
where
and iΠ d (E, k) is the self energy given by summing up the propagations of two fermions:
The single-atom Green's function G(ω, p) is a two-by-two matrix
and the integration over momentum in obtaining the self energy is truncated at a cutoff Λ. Now the theory can be renormalized using few-body scattering parameters. It is done in the situation of no SOC, in which case the model reduces to a two-channel model with vanishing background scattering. The spirit here is the same as one usually do to renormalize the many-body physics (k F = 0) with a two-body (k F = 0) T matrix. Aware of that T ∝ 1/ cot(δ) − i, matching the phase shift expansion such that k r cot δ = −1/a+r s k 2 r /2, it leads to the following renormalization relations:
Note that although r s here is always negative, in general it can be positive near an s-wave resonance and the dimer field might be turned into a ghost field to cancel the minus sign [38] . To demonstrate the effective field theory can also model the correct low-energy physics with the presence of SOC, we calculate the two-body phase shift for both 1D and 3D cases. It is straightforward to verify that the Λ dependence can be canceled using the renormalization relation Eq. (7) in both cases. For the special case of isotropic SOC with zero total momentum, the self-energy can be derived analytically,
which yields the phase shift
Here we assume that E > 2λ 2 where 2λ 2 is the threshold of two atoms with zero total momentum. It exactly reproduces the result in [32] when we set r s = 0 and shift the energy origin. From the perspective of solving Schrödinger equation, it is directly related to the decoupling of different partial waves that we get such a simple analytical solution.
III. ADIABATIC THEOREM, VIRAL THEOREM AND THE PRESSURE RELATION
With no SOC, the physical parameters of the system are given by a s and r s . It is known that two contacts can be defined to characterize the variation of energy along tuning each of them:
Here H is the Hamiltonian obtained via Legendre transformation of the action (1) and the Heisenberg equations for d and d † are used. These contacts are interesting for they govern other universal behaviors of a system, such as the Viral theorem, the pressure relation, the tail of the momentum distribution and the tail of rf spectral. In fact, the appearance of contact operator in the Viral theorem and the pressure relation is directly related to their definition. However, the behavior of the tail of the response functions is more non-trivial and needs further explanation which we defer to the next section. The operator form of the contacts directly suggests that the contacts merely count the number of dimers (weighted by the center of mass energy or not). Physical reason lies behind is that for a single dimer composed of two atoms, there are some relations between different observables. And the relations at short distance are robust against adding more particles. Moreover, it is the singularity of the two-body wave function that leads to the behavior of the tail of either momentum distribution or rf spectral.
When SOC is present, there is a new parameter λ for the 3D case, and an Ω in addition for the 1D case. Mimic how we deal with the scattering length a s , naively one define C λ as
whose operator form is given by dr ψ † dh dλ ψ , and a similar definition works also for C Ω . Now the operator contains only single-atom operator which gives non-zero matrix elements in the single-atom sector. The momentum distribution under single-particle states (or direct product of that) is just a delta function and so is the rf spectral, hence C λ (and C Ω ) will not contribute to a power-law tail in these measurables. Nevertheless, both λ and Ω have non-zero energy scale, therefore they would appear in the Viral theorem and pressure relation. Both of the two relations can be derived straightforwardly using the Euler's homogeneous function theorem. For energy with a harmonic trap of frequency ω ha , E(ω ha , a, r s , λ, Ω) = ω ha E(ω ha a 2 , ω ha r 2 s , λ 2 /ω ha , Ω/ω ha ), and for the pressure,
Thus the Viral theorem for both cases are obtained as:
where the potential energy of the harmonic trap is given by V ha . And the pressure relations are derived as:
Indeed there is an additional issue related to the details of experimental realization of the SOC action (1) . In experiments, SOC is usually achieved by shinning Raman laser beams to couple several atomic levels, the Hamiltonian of which differs from the SOC Hamiltonian in TABLE I by an unitary transformation. That is, H lab = U (λ)HU † (λ) with U (λ) = exp(iψ † σ z ψλz) for the 1D case, and similar for the 3D case. Hence the measurement of energy E in the lab frame should be actually using not the SOC Hamiltonian in TABLE I but the Hamiltonian in the lab frame. However, the argument that the tails of response response functions are independent of C λ and C Ω is still correct, and these relations receive no further correction. For other experimental schemes to achieve the action (1) that do not acquire any frame transformation, such as using the gradient magnetic field [28] , there is no such issue.
IV. ANISOTROPIC MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION
In this section we study another important universal relation, that is the tail of the momentum distribution. Here by saying the tail of the momentum distribution, we are in fact interested in a momentum regime where |q| 2 is much larger than the Fermi energy while much smaller than the Van de Waals energy. When there is no SOC, it is known that the leading order of the momentum tail is proportional to C a /q 4 and for systems with vanishing total momentum the sub-leading order, which contains the contribution of C r , is proportional to 1/q 6 . Although none of new contacts defined via the adiabatic relation contributes to the momentum tail, as we discussed in the last section, one still expect different behavior due to the presence of SOC. Physically, we know that SOC should indeed make spin ↑ and ↓ different. Hence we consider the momentum distribution matrix n ba (q) = ψ † a (q)ψ b (q) and compute its matrix elements explicitly. n ba (q) is a 2 × 2 matrix in spin space. The diagonal elements give the expectation value of the number of atoms with either spin ↑ or spin ↓ and a certain momentum q, which can be extracted by a time-of-flight measurement. The off-diagonal part indicates the mixing of different spins that can be measured in a similar way after an additional Rabi oscillation.
The technique we use to determine the large momentum dependence of n ba (q) is OPE [39] . It is an operator relation that the product of two operators at small separation can be expanded in terms of the separation distance and operators, which can be interpreted as a Taylor expansion for the matrix elements of an operator.
Here O i are local operators and f ij,l (r) are expansion functions. Fourier transforming both sides of the equation above, it can also be equivalently performed in the momentum space. OPE is an ideal tool to explore shortrange physics, that is r s r n −1/3 in a field theory context where r s is the effective range of the potential and n is the average particle density.
Following the conventional routine of deriving the tail of the momentum distribution, we match the matrix elements ofn ba (q) = ψ † a (q)ψ b (q) with contact operators in the two-body sector. Naively speaking, this means we consider the matrix elements ofn ba (q) between an incoming state of two atoms with spin i 1 , i 2 and an outgoing state of two atoms with spin i 3 , i 4 . The total momentum and total energy of both incoming and outgoing states are given by k and E respectively. To calculate the matrix elements of contact operators, we consider the diagram, shown in FIG. 1 (c) , for a general operator g 2 0
where f is an arbitrary function. As a result,
Two special cases are f = 1 and
In that case the l.h.s. above reduces to 4πC a or 8πC r respectively.
By choosing different f , one could match arbitrary function proportional to
, which, as we will see, appears in the matrix elements of the the momentum distributionn(q). The diagrammatic representation ofn(q) is shown in FIG. 1 (b) and written as:
In consideration of the momentum tail at large q, we do Taylor expansion of n(q) matrix with respect to 1/q. Since the q 2 term in the single-particle dispersion always dominates for either 1D or 3D SOC at large q, the leading order term is always ∝ 1/q 4 , and is spin-independent. The next-to-leading order 1/q 5 is proportional to λ 1 or k. And it is the first term that is spin-dependent, thanks to SOC.
For 1D SOC:
For 3D SOC:
Here we have defined an additional contact operator that do not appear in adiabatic relation, as we usually do when considering the next-to-leading order of the momentum tail:
Physically, C k tells the total momentum of the dimer field. In many cases, it vanishes for an equilibrium system. Thus the next-to-leading order for such situation will be contributed directly from the SOC which makes different spin components inequivalent. With regard to experimental detection, such SOC effect should be observed in a time-of-flight measurement for the experimental scheme that directly realize SOC in the lab frame [28] . In contrast, for other experimental schemes, such as that mentioned in the last section which is different from (1) by an unitary transformation that boosts different spin components with different velocities, the detection of SOC effect needs further discussion.
For 1D SOC case, The single-particle Hamiltonian in the lab frame is given by
The first observation is that the SOC effect needs both λ and Ω to be non-zero. For Ω = 0, the last two terms simply vanish; while for λ = 0, the last two terms are equivalent to a Zeeman field and no net effect is induced for a dimer since the energy shifts cancel each other. As a result, if we shift the momentum and go back to the original frame by transforming n ↑↑ (q) to n ↑↑ (q − λẑ) and n ↓↓ (q) to n ↓↓ (q + λẑ), the result in (20) is recast. Including also the spin-mixing (off-diagonal) terms, the momentum distribution matrix in the original frame is reckoned as:
And this result can be expected in regarding the two symmetries respected by the action (1): i) ψ → σ z ψ and Ω → −Ω; ii) ψ → σ x ψ and λ → −λ. Now let's turn to the 3D case. Since the experimental realization utilizing Raman lasers involve more than two states [40] , a detailed analysis is much more complicated. Here we only ask whether the n(q) lab is given by n λ=0 (q+ λσ). In fact, from straightforward expansion, we find: n(q) lab = n λ=0 (q + λσ) + O(1/q 6 ).
In a previous work [41] n λ=0 (q) was studied. As for the situation concerned here, the n λ=0 (q+λσ) is actually not well-defined to higher orders since σ · k do not commute with σ · q.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we study the two-component Fermi gas with SOC using effective field theory and discuss some universal behaviors near an s-wave resonance. Through the variation of energy along the SOC parameters, new contacts are defined and the Viral theorem and the pressure relation are derived in terms of them. Utilizing the technique of OPE, the tail of momentum distribution matrix are obtained. We find that it shows an anisotropic and spin-dependent behavior at the next-to-leading order thanks to SOC. The SOC manifest itself at the order 1/q 5 of the momentum distribution matrix, even lower than the order of effective range r s . In an experimental scheme realizing SOC directly in the lab frame, this can be observed through time-of-flight measurement.
Besides, as is discussed in [37] , even on a p-wave resonance, one could not neglect the s-wave scattering. And the BP boundary condition is no longer robust. Resorting to the effective field theory approach, this means we need to add new bare parameters to a conventional twochannel p-wave model and new renormalization relations should be derived. Since the new parameters should be of the same scale as the p-wave effective range, they will contribute a non-zero momentum tail at 1/q 4 . Establishing an effective field theory model of this and deriving some universal relations on a p-wave resonance will be an interesting work which we defer to further study.
